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IhOCESAN NEWS
Speaker encourages catechists to evangelize
BylfikeLatona
Staff writer
ROCHESTER - Religion, to be taught
effective to today's young Catholics, must
reach their souls as well as their heads.
Thomas Zanzig emphasized that point
repeatedly during his lecture, "Catechesis
for Today's Adolescent," onJune 27 at Colgate Rochester Divinity School. Zanzig
maintains that it's imperative for religious
education and evangelization to walk
hand-in-hand.
"Are we into teaching about religion, or
forming feith?" he asked rhetorically.
"What I'm saying is, I want kids to freely
participate rather than be forced. What we
try to d o too often is catechize people who
have never been evangelized."
Zanzig's two-hour seminar was attended
by 25 adults involved in religious education, youth ministry and other areas of catechesis. The evening talk followed a June
26-27 symposium on adolescent catechesis
led by Zanzig, a national speaker and author/editor from S t Mary's Press in
Winona, Minn. The events were cosponsored by the diocesan Department of Evangelization and Catechesis and S t Bernard's
School of Theology and Ministry.
Zanzig referred to traditional religious
education as "religious instruction," in
which the goals are for teens to acquire information, focus on facts, memorize data
and perform rituals in a controlled-behavior setting. A more effective model in this
day and age, Zanzig said, is faidi formation,
which encourages teens to experience content, focus o n attitudes and values, internalize data and mature morally.
Though "religious instruction" was effective for its time, Zanzig said it wouldn't
work as well in today's church because s o
much has changed in society.
"Some people think if the church went
back to the old way, everything would b e
all right," h e remarked. "But there have
been deep, deep cultural shifts in the last
25 or 30 years, and the church can't help

but be affected."
For instance, h e
said we've moved
from an era in which
religious values were
upheld in the entertainment industry
and public institutions. Nowadays, h e
pointed out, Catholics in die United States
are viewed — frequently with disdain — as
counterculture!. Whereas a legal challenge
of public prayer in schools would have
been unthinkable 25 years ago, today "all
you have to d o is put up die Ten Commandments in a school and there's a lawsuit," Zanzig said. Adding to the dilemma,
he said, is the fact American culture has
become so diverse that die parish is n o
longer the center of family life.
All these trends, he asserted, leave too
many famffies viewing religious education
as a choice rather than an obligation, and
resisting a ritualistic approach to catechesis. That's a profound change from when
Zanzig began teaching religious education
35 years ago, when he was fresh out o f college. "Those were the days kids would
show up even if you didn't know what you
were doing," h e said.
Based o n such challenges, Zanzig suggested how catechists can bring young
people into the faidi by evangelizing,
rather dian simply teaching. This involves
going out and finding young people
radier dian waiting for diem to show up,
developing trusting relationships and listening to their stories as much as adults
want to tell theirs.
Zanzig offered a cyclical model of conversion to hold out to young people It begins with a hunger, followed by a search,
then an awakening, and finally a response.
For example, a young Catholic may return
from a teen retreat saying "I don't know
what diat was, but I want more." That teen
has acquired a hunger, h e said.
Ideally, Zanzig added, die adolescent
will arrive at a crucial moment. "Conver-
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sion, persona] encounter with Jesus, the
lights go o n . . . . I prefer to call Uiis a moment of recognition," he said. "It's knowing something diat I may have been introduced to before — die church was people
over diere, now I'm in it.... God was talking to a lot of old folks like Moses, but wait
a minute. God's in my life. I like it here, I
like what's happening here, and I want it to
continue."
An emphasis on evangelization is not re-

ally new; in fact, Zanzig observed, it's as
old as Christianity itself. H e cited die walk
to Emmaus (Luke 24:13-35), noting diatJesus' appearance left the disciples with a fire
burning inside — a fire so intense that early Christianity spread into an extremely
forceful movement.
"Out of that, in a matter of decades, they
turned die Roman Empire upside down.
Somediing happened —Jesus happened,"
Zanzig said.
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Celebrating the Fourth
Spectators gathered on Rochester's Ford Street Bridge had this spectacular view of the city's July 4fireworksextravaganza.
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can give back to her people the gifts she has received^— all die while sharing her faidi.
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Won't y o u help others like K a k e n y a to k n o w o f the

great love that Jesus has for them?
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